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In math, geography is worried about the properties of a mathematical 
item that are safeguarded under consistent misshapenings, like extending, 
curving, folding, and bowing; that is, without shutting openings, opening 
openings, tearing, sticking, or going through itself. A topological space is a set 
enriched with a construction, called a geography, which permits characterizing 
consistent twisting of subspaces, and, all the more for the most part, a 
wide range of congruity. Euclidean spaces, and, all the more for the most 
part, metric spaces are instances of a topological space, as any distance 
or metric characterizes a geography. The misshapenings that are viewed 
as in geography are homeomorphisms and homotopies. A property that is 
invariant under such distortions is a topological property. Essential instances 
of topological properties are: the aspect, which permits recognizing a line and 
a surface; conservativeness, which permits recognizing a line and a circle; 
connectedness, which permits recognizing a circle from two non-meeting 
circles [1].

The thoughts hidden geography return to Gottfried Leibniz, who in the 
seventeenth century imagined the geometria situs and examination situs. 
Leonhard Euler's Seven Bridges of Königsberg issue and polyhedron equation 
are apparently the field's most memorable hypotheses. The term geography 
was presented by Johann Benedict Listing in the nineteenth 100 years, 
despite the fact that it was only after the principal many years of the twentieth 
century that the possibility of a topological space was created. The rousing 
understanding behind geography is that a few mathematical issues depend 
not on the specific state of the items in question, yet rather on how they are 
assembled. For instance, the square and the circle share numerous properties 
for all intents and purpose: they are both one layered objects and both separate 
the plane into two sections, the part inside and the part outside [2].

In one of the main papers in geography, Leonhard Euler showed that it 
was difficult to track down a course through the town of Königsberg (presently 
Kaliningrad) that would cross every one of its seven scaffolds precisely 
once. This outcome didn't rely upon the lengths of the extensions or on their 
separation from each other, yet just on availability properties: which scaffolds 
interface with which islands or riverbanks. This Seven Bridges of Königsberg 
issue prompted the part of arithmetic known as diagram hypothesis. 
Essentially, the shaggy ball hypothesis of mathematical geography says that 
"one can't brush the hair level on a bristly ball without making a cowlick." This 
reality is quickly persuading to a great many people, despite the fact that they 
probably won't perceive the more proper assertion of the hypothesis, that there 
is no non-vanishing constant digression vector field on the circle. Similarly as 
with the Bridges of Königsberg, the outcome doesn't rely upon the state of the 
circle; it applies to any sort of smooth mass, as long as it has no openings [3].

To manage these issues that don't depend on the specific state of the 

articles, one should be clear about exactly what properties these issues 
in all actuality do depend on. From this need emerges the thought of 
homeomorphism. The difficulty of crossing each extension just once applies 
to any game plan of scaffolds homeomorphic to those in Königsberg, and the 
bushy ball hypothesis applies to any space homeomorphic to a circle. Naturally, 
two spaces are homeomorphic on the off chance that one can be twisted into 
the other without cutting or sticking. A conventional joke is that a topologist can't 
recognize an espresso cup from a donut, since an adequately flexible donut 
could be reshaped to an espresso mug by making a dimple and dynamically 
expanding it, while contracting the opening into a handle. Homeomorphism 
can be viewed as the most fundamental topological comparability. Another is 
homotopy equality. This is more diligently to depict without getting specialized, 
however the fundamental thought is that two articles are homotopy same if the 
two of them come about because of "crushing" some bigger item [4].

A capability or guide starting with one topological space then onto the 
next is called persistent in the event that the converse picture of any open 
set is open. In the event that the capability maps the genuine numbers to the 
genuine numbers (the two spaces with the standard geography), then this 
meaning of consistent is identical to the meaning of persistent in analytics. On 
the off chance that a constant capability is coordinated and onto, and on the off 
chance that the backwards of the capability is likewise persistent, the capability 
is known as a homeomorphism and the space of the capability is supposed 
to be homeomorphic to the reach. One more approach to saying this is that 
the capability has a characteristic expansion to the geography. Assuming two 
spaces are homeomorphic, they have indistinguishable topological properties, 
and are viewed as topologically the equivalent. The 3D square and the circle 
are homeomorphic, just like the espresso mug and the donut. However, the 
circle isn't homeomorphic to the donut [5].
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